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Safe miner mission
We offer stability from volatile markets and a passive income solution 
through liquidity mining and yield farming. Our protocol offers a
hedge against the downtrend, earning a yield independent from the 
market.
Our yield farming contracts are settled in BNB, BUSD, allowing 
investors to choose their risk level corresponding to market exposure. 
Secured by the Binance Blockchain, we're putting security first with a 
reliable smart contract platform.
At safe miner we're bringing these solutions to the people and giving 
back power to their money. We aim to build a thriving community of 
like-minded enthusiasts as we continue to release more exciting 
features.



The value of SBUSD will rise as more users invest BUSD and when SBUSD tokens are 
minted.
Mint SBUSD 
--> You can earn SBUSD  from using BUSD to mint
--> You will earn SBUSD tokens as a percentage of BUSD invested irrespective of the 
SBUSD price i.e. If you invest 100 BUSD you will receive 1.5 SBUSD per day
--> You cannot unstake your BUSD tokens
Staking SBUSD 
--> You can earn SBUSD from staking SBUSD 
--> SBUSD staking is locked for 7 days from your last stake
--> Unstaking SBUSD tokens will result in 50% being returned to the investor, and 50% 
being burned
Terminology
--> Total Supply : The maximum amount of SBUSD that can exist (fixed at 1,000,000)
--> Circulating Supply: The amount of SBUSD tokens that are currently in wallets
--> Available Suppy : (Total Supply - Circulating Supply)
--> SBUSD Price : (Total BUSD Balance / Available Supply)
Tokenomics
--> As you claim SBUSD from minting, it is removed from the Available Supply and added to 
the Circulating Supply
--> As you sell SBUSD , it is removed from the Circulating Supply and added to the Available 
Supply
Fees
--> Invest : 10% on BUSD, 0% on SBUSD 
--> Sell : 0%

Safe busd (SBUSD) Token



≈ Plan 1: min. 0.1 BNB, 
max. of 50 BNB

≈ Plan 2: min. 0.2 BNB, 
max. of 45 BNB

≈ Plan 3: min. 0.2 BNB, 
max. of 40 BNB

 

Safe bnb investment plans

plan1
Plan 1 offer:
2% daily return 
expires after 200 days
offer total 400% Return

plan2
Plan 2 offer:
1.50% daily return 
expires after 150 days
offer total 225% Return

plan3
Plan 3 offer:
1.50% daily return 
expires after 90 days
offer total 135% Return

1.

2.

3.

A sustainable investment platform based on Binance network (BSC) 
blockchain smart-contract technology.  we offer 3 safe bnb investment plans



SAFE BNB PLANS DETAILS

1.

2.

3.

you need to claim every 5 to 7 days, 5 days cooldown 
and 7 days max reward accumulation.

every 5-7 days max must withdraw and decide upon 
yourself to keep or deposit back (like a compound) but the 
contract will still have the 50% there to withdraw from 
while the other 50% is being used in syrup pools to earn 
the 2% needed

SAFE bnb plans are very close to 0% ponzi because a
50% of deposits are put into syrup pools and defi pools 
to generate income that gets injected back in the contract 
so they are very sustainable. 



How SBUSD AND BNB PLANS 
MUTUALLY BENEFIT EACHOTHER



ROADMAP Q1 2023

ROADMAP Q2 2023

All investments will be voted on by safe miner investors. They can 
vote on which defi protocol, yield farm or syrup pools to invest  

Safe miner is community protocol
COMMUINITY VOTED INVESTMENT

Platform

Youtube Marketing Campaign

AMA

platforms listing

Partnership DeFi

DAO

Pre-Launch Marketing

Audit

Multi Community Creation

LAUNCH



Our advanced protocol has seamlessly integrated these features 
into our ecosystem. Enjoy stability without the worry of liquidity 
being drained from too quickly

Yield
Increasing yet sustainable yields over longer periods of time on 
plans starting at 2% (bnb plans) to a total of 5% (SBUSD) daily.

Security
Simplified smart contract logic. Audit. Less aggressive yields for 
longer-term returns. Zero developer interference.

Longevity
Fee structure designed to incentivize more stablecoin accrual over 
the long-term.

Do You Need More Help?

Join our telegram

Thank you!
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